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VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES

Quality and supply remain good out of Peru and
Mexico. Markets should hold steady through next
week.

Markets are higher on 48cts and larger fruit due to
limited supply. Supply remains steady on smaller
sized fruit.

ASPARAGUS

VEGETABLES

GREEN BEANS
Markets expected to hold steady as we approach the
holiday. Quality and volume remain good out of GA
and FL.

AVOCADOS

BERRIES

BLACKBERRIES, BLUE,
AND RASPBERRIES
Good volume coming from Central American and
Mexico. The market should remain steady through
November.

BERRIES

STRAWBERRIES
Weather related challenges have caused yields to
plummet. Mexico is delayed for most shippers.
Holiday demand exceeds supply.

VEGETABLES

BROCCOLI &
CAULIFLOWER

VEGETABLES

Broccoli remains very limited due to pin rot causing
lower yields. Markets will remain higher through the
week. Look for Cauliﬂower markets to remain active
as supply is in transition.

Market is holding ﬁrm as all growing regions have
good supply. Yuma harvest will start in December.
Quality remains respectable on all sizes.

HERBS

CELERY

CITRUS

LEMONS, LIMES,
ORANGES
Lemon domestic supplies out of the desert remain
steady. Imports are winding down for the season.
Lime production is expected to decline as supplies
begin winding down. Plenty of Orange supplies out
of Navels. 88ct and smaller sizes are peaking. Quality
remains good.

CIL ANTRO, PARSLEY,
GREEN ONION
Green Onion supplies continue to be light. Look for
this market and quality to hold steady into next week.

VEGETABLES

CORN

The cooler temperatures over the last few weeks have
affected GA ‘s volume. Supply is tight due to lower
yields. Prices will be higher over the next couple
weeks as GA’s harvest comes to an end and FL’s
harvest becomes available.

VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES

Supplies continue out of GA and FL with GA harvest
starting to wind down. FL will then fuel the east coast
demand. Expect markets to be higher as volume
transitions.

Eastern supply continues out of GA. FL crop is now in
early circulation. Quality remains respectable and the
market should hold steady for the week.

CUCUMBERS

FRUIT

GRAPES
Market is slightly higher due to weather and seasonal
volume decline. Expect adequate supplies through
early December.

EGGPLANT

VEGETABLES

LETTUCE
Iceberg remains escalated but supply is expected to
improve. Markets have held steady on Romaine,
Romaine Hearts, Red Leaf, and Green Leaf even with
fair availability. Quality remains fair on Spinach and
Arugula due to recent rain. Expect markets to waver
across all varieties.

FRUIT

MELONS
Cantaloupe quality remains good, but supplies
remain tight as domestic and Mexican crop are
winding down for the season. Honeydew supplies
remain sufﬁcient out of Nogales with good quality.
Watermelon markets continue to be steady with
respectable quality and strong supplies.

VEGETABLES

ONIONS
Markets remain elevated on all sizes, but speciﬁcally
mediums as supply is peaking with holiday demand.

VEGETABLES
VEGETABLES

PEPPERS
East coast supply continues out GA and FL. Cool and
wet weather in both regions has slowed down
volume. Supplies will hold steady for the upcoming
weeks. Markets on Red and Yellow are trending
down. Majority of Red and Yellow coming from
Mexico. Growers expect strong volume in the coming
weeks.

FRUIT

STONEFRUIT
Fall fruits are in full production. Kiwi, pomegranate,
and persimmons are in good volume. Strong supply
of plums for November. Markets are steady.

FRUIT

TOMATOES
Markets will be up for the coming weeks due to
several factors. All east growing regions have ﬁnished
up leaving FL to supply majority of the US demand
while Mexico supply is winding down with little to no
volume. With labor shortages, higher fuel cost, and
the holidays, expect supply to remain tight until
Mexico spring crop starts.

POTATOES
Demand will remain high through the holiday week.
Markets are elevated but have held steady. As supply
is fair, quality has remained good.

VEGETABLES

SQUASH, ZUCCHINI
GA supply remains fair despite the cooler weather.
Seeing increased volume out of FL as well. Zucchini
markets continue to be lower as Yellow markets are
up due to holiday demand. Both growing regions
producing good quality.
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